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Understanding Black-Box Models
Crucial to improve model validation and obtain new 

insights about the data

Making Right Decisions for 
the Right Reasons



The Many Colors of Interpretability
Understanding model predictions in terms of simple 

constructs that are easily actionable

§ Key questions that recur in a variety of applications involving predictive
model design:

• Which input features corroborate the decision?

• How confident is the model about a decision?

§ Uncertainty Quantification (UQ) is a widely adopted approach in
statistical modeling to answer these questions.



What is Uncertainty Quantification?
the coming together of probability theory and statistical 

practice in the real world

§ Attempts to study all sources of error and uncertainty that can impact
the reliability of inferences:

• Systematic and stochastic measurement errors

• Ignorance

• Limitations of models

• Algorithmic approximations

• Human error



Deep Neural Networks Produce Point Estimates
May appear highly confident of their predictions even 

while making mistakes

§ Need to augment predictions with uncertainty estimates – variance,
confidence intervals.

Softmax activation does not 
imply measuring uncertainties



Two Types of Uncertainties
Some are  merely  unknown  to  me,  while  others  are  

unknowable…

§ Epistemic Uncertainty: Uncertainty due to lack of knowledge that we
can reduce by paying a price

Ground contamination by 
fracking!

The ground is not random... but 
we don’t really know how it 
looks like... unless we drill 

everywhere!



Two Types of Uncertainties
Some are  merely  unknown  to  me,  while  others  are  

unknowable…

§ Aleatoric Uncertainty: Naturally occurring randomness that we cannot
(or do not know how to) reduce.

There will always be variability 
in the underlying variables!

These uncertainties are 
characterized by a probability 

distribution.



Enabling DNNs to Produce Uncertainties
Epistemic uncertainty is predominantly used to 

characterize model’s confidence   

§ Assuming the model weights are perturbed, the amount of change in
the expected output can indicate the epistemic uncertainty

• Dropout 
• Stochastic Depth
• Modeling weights as prob. 

distributions



Analysis via Aleatoric Uncertainties 
Connecting prediction uncertainties to stochastic inputs 

will provide new insights into model functioning

§ A feature with larger sensitivity but comparatively small effect on
prediction uncertainty may be less concerning than a low sensitivity
feature that leads to large change in uncertainties



Lightweight Probabilistic Networks
Propagate input Gaussian uncertainties through deep 

neural networks to produce prediction 

Each data sample modeled using an independent univariate
Gaussian in each dimension

Assumed Density Filtering: Each layer filters the input
distribution to obtain a transformed Gaussian distribution

Joint density of
activations



The Mechanics of LPN
We obtain analytical expressions for the filtering 

operation for commonly employed layers 



The Mechanics of LPN
We obtain analytical expressions for the filtering 

operation for commonly employed layers 

Bernoulli r.v. with success 1-p

Perform dropout on the means



Training Networks with Aleatoric Uncertainty
The network weights are assumed to be deterministic 

and prediction uncertainties are estimated

§ Input samples are initialized with a Gaussian prior

§ The predictive model using LPN produces

Same amount of uncertainty in all cases

Loss Function



A New Notion of Input Sensitivities
Measure input sensitivities w.r.t. to both mean and 

variance estimates of the model

§ Decompose the predicted target as a sum of relevance scores
• First-order Taylor expansion of the function at some root point

§ A feature can be highly sensitive if its local variations can significantly
alter the predicted mean or the variance



Explanation as a Regularization
A model is explainable if one can identify a collection of 

features that maximally contribute to a decision 

§ We treat the relevance scores as an explanation for the prediction of
each sample

§ Constraint: Enforce the sensitivities for each sample to be more
concentrated around the critical parameters

§ Explanation-regularized LPN



Quality of the Predictive Model
By integrating uncertainty estimates into the training 

process, we produce higher quality models 

§ Parkinsons Telemonitoring Dataset: 5, 875 recordings with 18 variables
§ Goal: Predict UPDRS (Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale) score



Quality of the Predictive Model
By integrating uncertainty estimates into the training 

process, we produce higher quality models 

§ Appliance Energy Usage Dataset: 19, 735 recordings with 29 variables
§ Goal: Estimate the amount of energy usage (Wh)

Nuisance variables are ignored

Windspeed and visibility 
are not relevant



Model Validation via Input Uncertainties
Quantify how a model accumulates uncertainties to 
input features, as the prediction uncertainty grows

§ Formulated as estimating the posterior of the input distribution by
artificially increasing the prediction uncertainty

§ Model’s hypothesis of how prediction uncertainties are decomposed to
inputs – Not a description of the real-world

LPN



Model Validation via Input Uncertainties
Quantify how a model accumulates uncertainties to 
input features, as the prediction uncertainty grows

§ Parkinsons Telemonitoring Dataset

Low UPDRS Case High UPDRS Case



Model Validation via Input Uncertainties
Quantify how a model accumulates uncertainties to 
input features, as the prediction uncertainty grows

§ Appliance Energy Usage Dataset:

Significantly larger uncertainties at higher 
quantiles of the target 

“Nuisance” variables had large GAP scores

Insight: Ignore variables with low 
relevance scores, but larger GAP scores to 

reduce prediction uncertainty



Summary

§ Uncertainties are statistically meaningful and actionable in practice

§ Going beyond epistemic uncertainty will enable us to include our
understanding of the world into the modeling process

§ Explanations can be used to regularize models in order to produce
improved generalization

§ Model’s hypothesis on uncertainty breakdown to the inputs allows us
to build trust on models

§ New opportunities to design robust models – controlling input priors


